June Tournament
The “Triple B”
( either out of Mission Bay or San Diego )

Date: June 25, 2015.
Lines in: 6:00 am
Weigh in: Between 5:00 - 6:00 pm. @ Shelter Island Wave
(Mission Bay boats may bring their fish to the weigh in by car.)
Species: Bass, Bonita, Barracuda.
Price: $ 20.00 Dollars per angler for members, $ 25.00 Dollars per nonmember (guests).
Junior Anglers: Fish for free. Rod & Reel combo with sport points for 1st place. Sport points for 2nd and 3rd.
Guests: All guests may fish 2 tournaments without being a member as long as they are fishing on a Members
boat or have a member with them on their boat.
All persons and guests on every boat must be entered in the tournament.
Tournament Rules: Each anglers 3 heaviest fish (all three species) will determine 1st, 2nd, 3rd place winners.
If no triple is caught, 1st, 2nd and 3rd will be decided by each angler’s two largest species (consisting of any
combination of the three species). If no two species is caught, then the largest single fish of any species will
win. If only one angler catches all three species and everybody else catches only one or two, that one angler
will win the entire tournament.
Sports Points: Points will be determined by each individual angler’s three largest fish from all three species.
The top three heaviest fish bag limit will go to determining the sports points for 1st 2nd and 3rd place in Men’s,
Women’s and Juniors.
Side Pot: Largest Yellowtail wins side pot. Cost: $10.00 per angler. All anglers per boat must be entered in the
side pot to win. Juniors are not allowed to fish the side pot, but they are allowed on the boat.
Weigh Master: (Curt Itogawa) Any and all protests must be made at the scale during the weighing of any fish.
All ties will go to the angler who weighed in first. Final time is determined by the weigh master’s watch. Any
questions, call Curt @760-791-7225.
Tournament Master: ( Rolly Lira) May call off any tournament due to small craft warnings or postpone at his
discretion. Any questions, call Rolly @ 619-892-4118.
Tournament Channel: - 68
Barbecue: 4:30 - 6:00 at the Wave on Shelter Island

